SCOUTS BRIDGING THE DISTANCE GAP
[Last Edited: April 7, 2020]

On March 13, 2020, Tarrant County, Texas issued its first disaster declaration due to the COVID-19 Pandemic. On the
same day, Arborlawn UMC announced the closure of all church buildings for in-person meetings through at least March
27th (since extended to April 30, 2020). Like everyone else, we at Troop 50 of Fort Worth, Texas, suddenly found
ourselves unable to hold meetings, go on campouts and participate in other regular Scouting activities for an unknown
period of time. In response to these troubling announcements, we immediately sprang into action by setting up virtual
meetings to maintain contact, foster fellowship, and encourage advancement. Although we were unable to meet on March
17th due to the shutdown, we held our first online organizational meeting on March 24th, followed by our first virtual
troop meeting on Tuesday, March 31st with over 40 participants online.
We decided that such forced separation need not shut down our entire program. To accomplish this, we are using a
number of methods, including the popular video conferencing program called Zoom. This application allows groups to
gather in conference-like calls and collaborate on different assignments, documents, and other work. Through Zoom, our
Scouts are signing-off on advancement requirements and earning merit badges as well as socializing, setting up
videogame contests and talking about our experiences during this trying time. This means we can work on skills such as
cooking, personal management, and personal fitness at home with direct virtual support from other Scouts and Scouters.
We are also using other technologies to collaborate, such as Google Docs and our own website to log advancement. In
this our Scouts and Scouters are implementing innovative tools to “Scout” and to maintain our traditional troop meeting
structure while physically distancing ourselves as required.
The typical Troop 50 meeting starts out with The Pledge of Allegiance, Scout Oath, and Scout Law. We then focus on
rank advancement, event planning, announcements, and outdoor games. Finally, our Scoutmaster delivers a Scoutmaster
Minute based on one of the points of the Scout Law. When everything else is done, we sing Scout Vespers, help clean-up
and head home.
In spite of the difficulties of social distancing, we have found a way to keep our troop meetings and many of our other
activities going. We still follow the same weekly meeting schedule and agenda but do so virtually using Zoom. Even
though we are online, we wear our full Scout uniforms, bring our best Scout Spirit and follow our time-honored Scouting
decorum. Zoom evenenables us to split into “Patrol Corners” via breakout rooms, at which time each patrol works on rank
advancement and then enjoy social time. After that, we all come back together in the main meeting room and follow the
rest of the troop agenda.
Our troop’s adult leaders, fondly known as the “Old Buzzards”, have been instrumental in helping us maintain Scout
interest and troop vitality. Zoom meetings are organized by our adult leaders, who maintain a presence in the calls, but our
meetings are still run by the boys. While this alternative approach to our troop program may have been a challenge for the
adults, we are truly amazed and grateful that these men and women are willing to take time out of their days, even if they
do not work from home, to help us continue our Scouting journey almost completely uninterrupted by a world-wide
pandemic.
When the shutdown first occurred, we were concerned that we, and many other troops, could be in danger of scattering
if we did not continue to meet and maintain a connection with and among our fellow Scouts. We believe it is crucial to
maintain regular contact, to advance, to socialize, and to stay connected. One day, hopefully soon, this emergency will
pass, and so we want to be ready. We urge other troops and organizations to do the same.
Please join us in helping Scouting to persevere through this crisis. Help us keep a hopeful and cheerful outlook on the
future of Scouting and the world around us!
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